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The importance of high-index surfaces for the morphology
of GaAs quantum dots

J. Platen, A. Kley, C. Setzer, K. Jacobi,a) P. Ruggerone,b) and M. Scheffler
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Planck-Gesellschaft, Faradayweg 4-6, 14195 Berlin, Germany

~Received 24 July 1998; accepted for publication 29 December 1998!

Results of a combined experimental and theoretical study are presented. GaAs$113% and $112%
surfaces have been prepared by molecular beam epitaxy and analyzedin situby low-energy electron
diffraction andex situby atomic-force microscopy. The experimentally found structures are in full
agreement with surface energies calculated by density-functional theory. The$112% surfaces are
unstable under faceting into low-index planes, whereas the$113% surfaces appear as singular
surfaces. Particularly, for GaAs~113! the surface energy is comparable with the values for the
low-index surfaces. The impacts of these results on the interface between InAs quantum dots and the
embedding GaAs matrix are discussed. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reduction of the size of a semiconductor crystal
several dozens of interatomic distances produces a sig
cant change in the main properties of the material becaus
the new size-dependent quantizations. The ultimate limi
represented by quantum dots, that is, semiconductor s
tures characterized by geometrical confinement in all th
dimensions. For these systems the deviation from the b
properties is particularly strong. The technological impact
these structures appears relevant for the realization of
vices like, for example, diode lasers with quantum dots
active media: increased material gain, reduced threshold
rent density, higher frequencies of operation, and high c
trol over the emission spectrum were predicted for the
vices based on quantum dots.1 These predictions were
recently confirmed2 and have inspired several studies.2–10 To
achieve these results strict requirements on dot size, sh
uniformity, and density had to be satisfied, and the op
question regards the preparation of a system with the
quired characteristics.

Quantum dots can be prepared by embedding sm
three-dimensional clusters of low-band gap material in
wide-band gap semiconductor matrix. However, to realiz
system characterized by single bound states the size o
quantum dot should lie within a specific range determined
the electronic de Broglie wavelength. Quantum dots mus
not too large, otherwise the separation between energy le
becomes comparable to the thermal energy and the pop
tion of higher-lying levels cannot be ignored. For InAs qua
tum dots in GaAs the diameter was estimated to lie betw
4 and 20 nm.2 Moreover, for optical applications dislocation
and defects should be absent in the quantum dots and in
regions in their vicinity. Finally, dense (;1011 cm22! and
ordered arrays of quantum dots with a very narrow size
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shape distribution are required for most of the application
Such small structures cannot be prepared by stand

lithography techniques. Instead strain-induced self-assem
of small islands has been successfully used to create,
small InAs islands within a GaAs matrix grown on
GaAs~100! surface with a rather narrow size distribution b
sides very similar shape and orientation.4–10 The current un-
derstanding of this process is the following: Since the latt
mismatch between InAs and GaAs amounts to 7%, only
first 1.5 monolayers of InAs grow pseudomorphic on, e.
GaAs~100!. For larger thicknesses the InAs layer coagula
into small three-dimensional islands in order to minimize t
sum of elastic energy, interface, and surface energies.3 So far
theoretical studies have mainly taken into account only lo
index surfaces as possible delimiting faces of the quan
dots. For instance, based on this assumption, the equilibr
structure of uncovered InAs islands are calculated to be h
bounded by$110%, $111%, and$1̄1̄1̄% facets and the~001! sur-
face on top. Although this hypothesis is very reasonable
first approximation, the occurrence of high-index plan
should not be discarded. An experimental assessment on
actual shape of the dot is difficult to achieve, and only
InP dots atomic force~AFM! and transmission electron m
croscopy~TEM! studies exist,11 confirming the theoretica
prediction.3 For InAs quantum dots the situation is less cle
so far. For example, from the transmission electron mic
graphs it is not possible so far to uncover whether a pyra
dally shaped cluster is flattened or not and whether or not
edges are rounded by high-index surfaces. Clearly, a car
control on the characteristics of the assembled arrays
quantum dots as well as of the single quantum dot should
a primary aim of basic and applied research. Moreover,
need of a possibly controlled size distribution and dens
raises the important question on adequate substrates tha
serve as template for the assembling of the quantum do

Despite the relevance, a clear cut picture of the structu
characteristics of the high-index GaAs surfaces in their r
of limiting faces of and possible substrates for quantum d
is still missing. The complexity of the occurring structur

-
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and the sensitivity on the chemical environments represe
challenging task for measurements and calculations.
wide range of structures and configurations that can oc
under different chemical conditions points out strongly t
necessity of new theoretical and experimental investigatio
In the following we report such a study that combines e
perimental and theoretical studies of the GaAs$112% and
$113% surfaces. Figure 1 shows a view of the atomic struct
of a GaAs single crystal along the~1̄10! plane with the la-
beling of the~100!, ~110!, ~111!, ~112!, and~113! planes. We
note that~112! and ~113! are polar surfaces. The polarity o
the $112% surfaces derives from the nature of the atom wit
broken bond in the second layer which is a Ga atom
~112! ~marked 2 in Fig. 1! and an As atom for the~1̄1̄2̄!
~marked 28 in Fig. 1!. On $112% the Ga–As bond of the
surface atoms is parallel to the surface, whereas this bon
tilted on $113%. Therefore, there is a Ga atom in the topmo
layer of ~113! and an As atom for~1̄1̄3̄!, i.e., the~113! sur-
faces are polar.

II. EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

Experimentally, the surfaces have been analyzed w
spot-profile analysis low-energy electron diffraction~SPA-
LEED!, surface core level photoemission spectroscopy~us-
ing synchrotron radiation at BESSY I, Berline
Elektronenspeichering-Gesellschaft fu¨r Synchrotronstrahl-
ung!, AFM, and scanning electron microscopy~SEM!. The
samples were taken fromn-doped wafers and prepared fo
lowing standard procedures known for GaAs~001!. All
preparations were carried out within a compact molecu
beam epitaxy~MBE! chamber which was connected by a
ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! transfer line to a UHV surface sci
ence analysis chamber. This allowed performing the analy
with LEED and surface core level shiftin situ ~i.e., without
leaving the UHV environment whereas the microscope p
tures were takenex situin air. Theoretically, the free surfac
energy has been calculated for a variety of different mod
for the GaAs~112! and ~113! surfaces in order to determin
the most stable surface morphology. These calculations
within the framework of density functional theory~DFT! us-

FIG. 1. Ball-and-stick model of ideal, bulk truncated GaAs cut along
~1̄10! plane. The lines where the~001!, ~113!, ~112!, ~111!, and~110! plane
cut the figure are indicated.
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ing the local density approximation~LDA ! for the exchange-
correlation functional. More details on the methods can
found elsewhere.12

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Examples of the experimental data are given in Fig. 2
the upper panel@Fig. 2~a!# we show the~0,0! beam from a
spot-profile analysis low-energy electron diffraction~SPA-
LEED! pattern for a MBE prepared GaAS~1̄1̄2̄! surface. One
clearly recognizes the split into four different beams indic
ing strong faceting of the surface. In the middle panel@Fig.
2~b!# we present an AFM image of such a single facet. T
image was takenex situ in air. Nevertheless, the shape an
the size of the facet are well observed and are in very g
agreement with the result from the SPA-LEED analys
Only the bottom~where the four different faces join to
gether! is not clearly resolved. It cannot be said whether t

FIG. 2. ~a! ~0,0! beam of spot profile analysis low-energy electron diffra
tion ~SPA-LEED! pattern at a primary energy of 101.4 eV for the GaA
~1̄1̄2̄! surface. The different facet spots are indicated.~b! Atomic force mi-
croscope image of depression into the GaAs~1̄1̄2̄! surface. The terminating
faces are indicated.~c! Top view of a model for the depression into th
surface derived from the SPA-LEED data.
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structure is flattened there or~more likely! whether the can-
tilever of the AFM was not able to follow the real structure
the bottom of the facet. The morphology of these depress
was also confirmed by SEM images. In the lower panel
Fig. 2 @Fig. 2~c!# a model for a single faceted depression in
the surface is depicted. Note that the diameter of the face
derived from the width of the beams in SPA-LEED spectra
in excellent agreement with the sizes extracted from
AFM images. Moreover, all the experiments~SPA-LEED,
AFM, and SEM! provide evidences that a~1̄1̄3̄! face contrib-
utes to the shape of the facet. For the~1̄1̄3̄! surface itself no
superstructure has been reported in the literature.12 In our
LEED experiment we observe a 131 structure stabilized for
As-rich conditions, whereas under Ga-rich conditions
surface is not stable~see Fig. 3!. From Fig. 3 pyramidal
structures resulting from the faceting are recognized. A
the GaAS~112! surface is not stable but exhibits depressio
with well defined faces quite similar to those observed
GaAs ~1̄1̄2̄!. With AFM a good resolution has not bee
achieved, and no assessment about the morphology ca
extracted. However, SPA-LEED images seem to sugges

FIG. 3. Scanning electron microscope image of depressions into the G
~1̄1̄3̄! surface. In the inset the calculated morphology is shown.
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appearance of$101%, $111%, and$124% facets. For GaAs~113!
our measurements confirm the absence of faceting and
appearance of an 831 surface reconstruction in agreeme
with previous experiments.13–15

In order to clarify these experimental findings we ha
calculated the surface energies for a number of differ
models listed in Table I for the$112% and$113% surfaces. The
free surface energyg is defined at zero temperature as

gsurfaceA5Etot2mGaAsNGa2mAs~NAs2NGa! ~1!

FIG. 4. Calculated surface energies of the GaAs~112! ~upper part! and
GaAs~1̄1̄2̄! surface~lower part! as a function of the As chemical potentia
For the different models see Table I.

As
ted.
TABLE I. Different structures for the$112% and$113% surfaces for which surface energies have been calcula
The starting structure is described which was relaxed in theab initio calculations.

Name Surface Starting structure

~131!-a $112% truncated bulk structure
~131!-a ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# truncated bulk structure, As@Ga# terminated
~131!-b ~112! @~1̄1̄2̄!# as ~131!-a but 1st layer As@Ga# removed
~131!-b ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# truncated bulk structure, Ga@As# terminated
~131!-g $112%, as~131!-a but 1st layer As substituted by Ga
~131!-g ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as ~131!-a but 1st layer As@Ga# substituted by Ga@As#
~131!-d $112% as ~131!-a but 1st layer Ga substituted by As
~131!-d ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as ~131!-a but 2nd layer Ga@As# substituted by As@Ga#
~131!-e $112% as ~131!-a but 1st and 2nd layer Ga substituted by As
~131!-e ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as ~131!-b but 1st Ga@As# substituted by As@Ga#
~131!-z ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as ~131!-b but 2nd layer As@Ga# substituted by Ga@As#
~231!-a ~112! @~1̄1̄2̄!# as ~131!-a plus As @Ga# dimer formation along@1̄10#
o~231!-a ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as ~131!-a plus As @Ga# dimer formation along@011̄#
~231!-b $112% as ~131!-b plus Ga dimer formation along@111̄#
o~231!-b ~113! @~1̄1̄3̄!# as o~231!-a plus one As@Ga# adatom
o~831! ~113! Ref. 13
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with Etot the total energy of the slab.m i and Ni denote the
free energy per particle and the number of particles in
slab of the speciesi, respectively. Chemical equilibrium re
quires that the sum ofmGa andmAs equalsmGaAs, the energy
per Ga–As pair in bulk GaAs. Thus, there is only one ind
pendent variable describing the chemical environment,
we take mAs for it. Furthermore, this chemical potentia
should be defined in a particular range according to the c
dition thatmGa andmAs have to be smaller than the chemic
potential of any corresponding solid phase:

mGa<mGa bulk, mAs<mAs bulk. ~2!

Similar calculations for the~100!, ~110!, ~111!, and ~1̄1̄1̄!
surfaces of GaAs ar described in Ref. 12, where more de
can be found.

The results for the$112% surfaces are summarized in Fi
4. In order to investigate their stability we have calculat
the surface energy for the faceted structures assembled
cording to Herring’s construction combining the$110%,
$111%, $100%, and $113% faces. From Fig. 4 one recognize
that faceting lowers the energy with respect to all conside
surface structures. According to our calculations the~112!
surface facets in agreement with experiments. Becaus
neglecting of higher index facets in the calculations~as
$124%! the theoretically predicted roof arrangement cons
ing of ~111! and ~113! planes may not be the real stab
structure, as seemingly confirmed by the disagreement
experiment. The occurrence of$124% facets is an importan
fingerprint that this may be another so far unexplored lo
energy surface. An upper limit forg (124) is estimated as fol-
lows: Using the geometrical condition

(
i 51

N

Aini50 ~3!

with Ai the area of the face,N the number of considere
facets, andni the versor normal to theith face, and the en
ergy relation

gnj
5(

i 51
iÞ j

N
Ai

Aj
gni

~4!

one obtains:

g~124!<
5

4
A11

21
g~113!1

1

4A7
g~111!50.91g~113!10.09g~111!

and also

g~124!<5A 2

21
g~110!1

1

A7
g~111!51.54g~110!20.38g~111! .

The important and pivoting point of the theoretical stu
is the prediction of the faceting for the other surfaces. T
~1̄1̄2̄! surface undergoes faceting as well. It exhibits ro
consisting of$110% planes along the@1̄11# direction under
As-rich conditions and roofs consisting of~1̄1̄1̄! and ~1̄1̄3̄!
planes pointing along the@011̄# direction under Ga-rich con
ditions. From these results it is likely to interpret the expe
mentally observed structures~see Fig. 2, lower panel! as fac-
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eted depressions terminated by all four faces as it co
occur at the value ofmAs where the two basic facetings hav
the same free energy.

For the $113% surfaces we show the calculated surfa
energy curves in Fig. 5. An important point is to confirm th
the model proposed by Wassermeieret al.13 on the basis of
scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! pictures has a very
low surface free energy and is the stable structure for a w
range of the chemical potential. It has a value of 47 meV2

under As rich conditions and of 53 meV/Å2 under Ga-rich
conditions. The calculations were performed also for a la
variety of 131 and 231 reconstructions.16 Remarkably,
none of the other structures are more stable than the 831
whose surface free energy is comparable with that of
nonpolar~110! surface~g546 meV/Å2).16 This low energy
hinders faceting into the low-index surfaces,$110%, $100%,
and $111%. Moreover, as a consequence the~113! face con-
tributes considerably to the equilibrium crystal shape. T
same is true for the GaAs~1̄1̄3̄! surface if one considers
As-rich growth conditions. For this surface a 131 stable
structure is found which is bulk truncated, As terminat
with second layer Ga atoms substituted by As. In the lim
of very As-rich conditions the calculated value of the surfa
energy for this atomic arrangement~43 meV/Å2) is even
lower than the one evaluated for the~110! surface. However,
according to our results under Ga-rich conditions also
~1̄ 1̄ 3̄! surface undergoes faceting into$110% and $1̄ 1̄ 1̄%
planes in agreement with the experimental findings~see Fig.
3 and its inset!.

FIG. 5. Calculated surface energies of the GaAs~113! ~upper part! and
GaAs~1̄1̄3̄! surface~lower part! as a function of the As chemical potentia
For the different models see Table I.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it is found byab initio total-energy calcu-
lations that the Wassermeier model for the GaAs~113! sur-
face exhibits a very low surface energy which is compara
to those found for low-index surfaces. The conclusio
drawn on the stability of GaAs$113% surfaces are further
more supported by the theoretical and experimental ana
of the GaAs$112% surfaces. These surfaces are not stabiliz
by reconstructions of low energy but are faceted expos
$110%, $111%, and $113% planes. For the GaAs~112! surfaces
$124% faces have been observed. This points out t
other—so far unexplored—high-index surfaces may also
of importance and have to be investigated in future wo
Finally, the appearance of faceting under different prepa
tion conditions opens new possibilities for the use of hig
index GaAs surfaces as templates that dictate the arra
ment of the assembled quantum dots. This latter aspect
open possibility for tuning the size distribution and the de
sity of the quantum dots by acting on the substrate.
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